Warrant date from survey 30 Oct 1748
Deed No. 3, Warrant from the County Surveyor, dated October 5, 1880, to Mr. Charles Smith.

The tract of land begins at the southeast corner of the Smith Tract. Proceeding along the boundary line, it includes a tract of land bounded as follows:

1. Beginning at the southeast corner of the Smith Tract, proceed east along the boundary line.
2. At the northeast corner of the Smith Tract, proceed north along the boundary line.
3. At the northwest corner of the Smith Tract, proceed west along the boundary line.
4. At the southwest corner of the Smith Tract, proceed south along the boundary line.

The tract is surveyed and described as follows:

[Surveyor's Signature]

[Chain Carrier]

[Deed No. 3, Warrant]

[Declaration]

[Recording]

[Scale: 300' Feet]